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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date and time not given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object. Just said he thinks it was a UFO sighting.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The UFO was seen flying over Rothwell,
was first seen. Northants.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeatherconditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 23 November 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 08.00L

2. Description of object. A silver disc was seen with an orange light
(No of objects, size, shape, in the middle of it.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was flying over Bottesford,
was first seen. Lincolnshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. The object was flying up and down in the
(side to side, up or down, air.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 12 November 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 21.50L

2. Description of object. A series of lights in a circle that had an
(No of objects, size, shape, inner circle. They were on three levels.
colour, brightness, noise.) There were fifteen lights outside of the

outer circle. They were dim, because of
cloud cover.

.3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors, walking down Welshpool Road,
Geographical location. after coming out of a Supermarket.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen over Shrewsbury in
was first seen. Shropshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. A few feet away, and as high as a really tall
tree.

7. Movements and speed. They were moving clockwise for five
(side to side, up or down, seconds and then changed to anti-
constant, moving fast, slow) clockwise and then back to clockwise,

which helped push them along the sky.

8. VVeathercondnions It was quite cloudy, so the lights were
during observation. dimmer than what they could have been on
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear) a clear night.

The National Archives
Sighting
Circular formation of lights seen by a woman leaving a supermarket in Shrewsbury, 12 November 2007.
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date not given).
(Duration of sighting.) 04.00L

2. Description of object. A white, pencil line of very bright lights.
(No of objects, size, shape, They were as bright as flash bulbs, and
colour, brightness, noise.) bathed the whole sky in light for what

seemed like miles.

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were going over Choppington in
was first seen. Northumberland.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. The lights were about 400/500 yards away
and then it looked like they were moving
nearer to the village, the witness lives in.

7. Movements and speed. They were going quite slow across the sky.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeatherconditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)

The National Archives
Northumberland
Bright lights in the sky and a power failure reported by a resident of Choppington, Northumberland
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e REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 13 November 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 21.40L

2. Description of object. A bright, white light.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors in the garden.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The light was flying over Poulton Ie Fylde,
was f"Irst seen. Lancashire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance.

7. Movements and speed. The light was moving in a North Easterly
(side to side, up or down, direction, on a slow even course.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeathercondnions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 3 November 2007
(Duration of sighting.) (No time given).

2. Description of object. Eight flying saucers were flying in a line.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The saucers were seen over Joyden’s
was first seen. Wood in Kent.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. The saucers were moving slowly across the
(side to side, up or down, sky.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)

The National Archives
Kent Sighting
‘Eight flying saucers flying in a line’ seen by a family at Joyden’s Wood, Kent, on 3 November 2007.
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 3 November 2007
(Duration of sighting.) (No time given).

,

2. Description of object. There were eight small discs moving in a
(No of objects, size, shape, formation.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors, outside the witnesses house.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The discs were seen over Stanfields in
was first seen. Staffordshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. They were moving quite slow across the
(side to side, up or down, sky.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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e REPORT OF AN UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT

A. Date, Time, Duration of Sighting
-..;...-~;~i:~’-":"";’-’:;""’’’’-_’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’;’’I 

O IJs rq~;; f\ ij",J.,I",Date: 16 (Jc 1 
Time: OSLt-5 L : ".,- q r’,. ... "’i’" ".. U"’J,.

,i 
I 
Ii :rDuration: /’ ,~.. --,if:

B. Description of Object 

Number: I 
Size: ~er ~ 0 tor 
Shape: Orb ~d ~ 
Colours PwplL Mol, CrttA WL~k bu.-bb0, Plcmts t scf.,v ~!J ~~ ow\:: 0 t- Lh . 
Brightness: V~ bijl.vb. 
Sound: N I , 
Smell: N, I

C. Exact Position of Observer

Geographical Location: 0 ~ tlt... ICtcl.:: Isf.e-.
Indoors/Outdoors: OVvtctcx)~ 
StationarylMoving: StcJ;;O"’~ 

D. How Object was Observed

Naked Eye:

Binoculars: ’f"’-e.te.scope.. 
StillNideo Camera:

E. Direction in Which Object was first seen

Loolc.,,:n..s EC\.st ~ ~ove , O~o.......
F. Angle of Sight
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.,~"-~~ ’<’ _ ~’-’O~~ . ~~ ~e REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date and time not given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object. Two UFOs were seen in the sky.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The UFOs were seen over Ramsgate, Kent.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeatherconditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date not given).
(Duration of sighting.) l7.50L

2. Description of object. Two UFOs were seen flying across the sky.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors, didn’t say where.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye and photographs were
(Naked eye, binoculars, taken.
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The UFOs were seen over Ramsgate
was first seen. Harbour, Kent.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

, 7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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Date of Receipt of Report

Time of Receipt of Report

Actions 
Complete report of UFO with as many details as possible and send to 
FOIl

Telephone details immediately and leave a message on 0207 218 2140.

LACC/A TC/GEN/CHK/1621 Version 2.3 01/02/05

Time
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. Seen in October 2007.
(Duration of sighting.) (No time given).

2. Description of object. Just said a sighting of a UFO.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The UFO was seen over West Dulwich,
was first seen. London.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 6 October 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 21.30L

.

2. Description of object. Sixty orange glowing lights were seen,
(No of objects, size, shape, going across the sky in a trail.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors, in his garden.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye and with a camcorder.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen going over Uckfield,
was first seen. East Sussex.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite near.

7. Movements and speed. They were going across the sky quite
(side to side, up or down, slowly.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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The National Archives
Account and drawing
Account with attached drawing on ‘flying saucer’ sighted by a couple driving in Birmingham during winter of 1971.



The National Archives
Mendip Hills
Account of UFO landing in the Mendip Hills, 11 June 1987.
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date and time not given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object. A UFO.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object Not given.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 23 September 2007
(Duration of sighting.) (Time not given).

2. Description of object. A UFO was seen.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors, didn’t say where.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object Just said seen over Staffordshire.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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9. To whom reported. DAS answerphone.

(Police, military, press etc)

10. Name, address and Name and address not given.
telephone no of informant.

Staffordshire

II. Other witnesses. Not given.

12. Remarks. A man just said could som~ get back
to him, but then didn’t leave any name,
address or telephone number!

13. Date and time of receipt. 25 September 2007
10.30L
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",. ,"’’’’,....,.,1.-’’’’’....REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date and time not given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object. A UFO was seen.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

.

5. Direction in which object The object was seen over Stretton, Burton-
was first seen. on-Trent in Staffordshire.
(A landmark maybe more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
,

during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date not given).
(Duration of sighting.) 20.55L

2. Description of object. Four orange lights were seen crossing the
(No of objects, size, shape, sky. There was a gap, and then three more
colour, brightness, noise.) lights followed. The lights continued to

display the orange colour as they moved.

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors, didn’t say where.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen over Shrewsbury in
was first seen. Shropshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. The lights were moving at quite a fast rate,
(side to side, up or down, at a level flight, moving to the West.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)



e
9. To whom reported. The sighting was reported to Shropshire

(Police, military, press etc) Police who left a message on DAS
answerphone.

10. N arne, address and Name and full address not given.
telephone no of informant.

Shrewsbury
Shropshire

II. Other witnesses. A few other people saw the object too.

12. Remarks. The person thought he should inform
someone in authority.

13. Date and time of receipt. 24 September 2007
ll.40L
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 22 September 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 09.10L

2. Description of object. A UFO was seen.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was seen over Mossley,
was first seen. Lancashire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeatherconditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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e REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 9 September 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 01.30L

2. Description of object. The object looked like a low flying cloud,
(No of objects, size, shape, but there was a light flashing on it.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was flying over Bath, Somerset.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. The object was moving at a 100 ft above
ground level.

7. Movements and speed. The object was moving slowly across the
(side to side, up or down, sky.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date and time not given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object. Orange/yellowy lights, that seemed to be
(No of objects, size, shape, coming down from the sky. They were
colour, brightness, noise.) fluorescent orange, like street lamps. There

was no nOlse.

3. Exact position of observer. Outside, in front of her house.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen over Aston on Trent,
was first seen. Derbyshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. They were not too high up in the sky.

7. Movements and speed. The lights were gliding across the sky.
(side to side, up or down, They then stopped, started fading and then
constant, moving fast, slow) disappeared.

8. VVeatherconditions There was no cloud, so the sky was clear
during observation. and you could see many stars.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. I September 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 21.00L

2. Description of object. Six, strange lights which were yellow, but
(No of objects, size, shape, had orange in the centre.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors in the garden.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen over Rugby,
was first seen. Warwickshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. In the distance.

7. Movements and speed. They were moving in a staggered
(side to side, up or down, formation across the sky, below the cloud
constant, moving fast, slow) base.

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date and time not given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object. A UFO.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The UFO was seen over Hastings, East
was first seen. Sussex.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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e REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 3 September 2007
(Duration of sighting.) (No time given).

2. Description of object. A UFO.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The UFO was seen over Rotherham, South
was first seen. Yorkshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 31 August 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 22.19

2. Description of object. A number of orange lights in the sky.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen over the Dunkeld area
was first seen. in Perthshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. The lights were very low and fast in the
(side to side, up or down, sky.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeatherconditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 31 August 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 22.l8L

2. Description of object. Orange lights seen in the sky.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen over the Dunkeld area
was first seen. in Perthshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 1 September 2007
(Duration of sighting.) (No time given).

2. Description of object. Sixty to two hundred objects seen moving
(No of objects, size, shape, across the sky.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The objects were seen over Alton in
was first seen. Hampshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far away.

7. Movements and speed. They were moving at a steady pace.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeatherconditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)

The National Archives`
Hampshire sighting
60-100 objects moving across the sky in Alton, Hampshire, reported by a man who says his children were ‘really frightened’ by the experience.
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 1 September 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 22.30L

2. Description of object. The object looked like a brightly co loured
(No of objects, size, shape, aircraft.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was seen over Silver Bay in the
was first seen. Isle of Anglesey.
(A landmark may be more

"

helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. In the distance.

7. Movements and speed. The object was moving quite fast.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 24 August 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 21.20L

2. Description of object. A UFO.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors in the garden.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The UFO was seen over Matlock,
was first seen. Derbyshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions It was a very clear evening.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 18 August 2007
(Duration of sighting.) (No time given).

2. Description of object. An object/objects were seen, and then it
(No of objects, size, shape, landed. A person was seen and then other
colour, brightness, noise.) people were seen. A lot of phenomena.

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object/objects/phenomena were seen
was f"Irst seen. in Streatham in South West London.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite close.

7. Movements and speed. The objects were moving towards the
(side to side, up or down, ground and then landed and that’s when
constant, moving fast, slow) the caller said she saw people.

8. VVeatherconditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING
e

1. Date and time of sighting. 19 August 2007
(Duration of sighting.) (No time given).

2. Description of object. Twenty, solid red lights in the sky.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,

.

stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen over Bethnal Green,
was f"Irst seen. East London.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. The lights went up and down in the sky
(side to side, up or down, and then just disappeared.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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9. To whom reported. RAF West Drayton took the call and then

(Police, military, press etc) passed the information on to the Met
Police who then in turn, left a message on
DAS answerphone.

10. Name, address and
telephone no of informant. No name and full address given.

Bethnal Green
East London
E2

11. Other witnesses. Not given.

12. Remarks. Not given.

13. Date and time of receipt. 20 August 2007
10.45L













The National Archives
Harrogate sightings
More moving lights over Harrogate, North Yorkshire, 12 August 2007.







The National Archives
Houghton-le-Spring
Lights in the sky observed at Houghton-le-Spring, co Durham, on 13 August 2007, reported by email to the UFO desk. Were they ‘giant helium balloons’ or Chinese lanterns?
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txtinforequest: On the 7th of August 2007, myself and my partner were out walking in . village of Buxted. Approximately 9pm we saw a fast moving bright object in the 

ht sky. The object travelled from the south in a northerly direction. It slowed 
and changed direction now travelling in a north easterly direction. At no time during 
the 10 minute sighting did we hear plane like noise, indeed no noise was heard. 
Similarly the object was absent of typical aircraft lights. There was aircraft 
visible in the air at the time and the object was unique in its brightness, lack of 
noise and apparent variable propulsion.

Being such an intriguing object I wish to at least report it and if possible learn if 
the object was logged by the MOD?

Yours faithfully

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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v. REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 11 August 2007
(Duration of sighting.) (Time not given).

2. Description of object. A UFO.
(No ofobjects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors in the garden.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was seen over Farnham, Surrey.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance and then it started
to move nearer.

7. Movements and speed. It was going across the sky, quite slowly.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Was a clear evening.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 11 August 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 22.00L

2. Description of object. A bright orange sphere was seen.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors, in Brighton, East Sussex. Didn’t
Geographical location. say exactly where.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye and a video camera.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object It was seen over Brighton, East Sussex.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite high up above the witnesses head.

7. Movements and speed. It shot off quite fast and then disappeared
(side to side, up or down, and then reappeared a few minutes later
constant, moving fast, slow) and came back to its original position!

8. VVeathercond ions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)

The National Archives
Brighton sighting
‘Bright orange sphere’ reported by a woman caller from Brighton, Sussex, on 11 August 2007, who says she was ‘petrified’ and wanted reassurance from MoD.
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING 
’-~,’ "

1. Date and time of sighting. 10 August 2007
(Duration of sighting.) (Time not given).

2. Description of object. A UFO was seen.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors in the garden.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye and binoculars.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was seen over Lee’s house in
was first seen. Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite high up above the house.

7. Movements and speed. It hovered, and then shot off.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (No date or time given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object. Six to eight glowing lights were seen,
(No of objects, size, shape, moving in a straight line across the sky.
colour, brightness, noise.) They were changing patterns from

diamonds to pyramids.

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye and binoculars.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen going over Liverpool
was first seen. in Merseyside.
(A landmark maybe more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. The lights were moving quite slowly across
(side to side, up or down, the sky.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeatherconditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)







The National Archives
West Yorkshire sighting
Triangular UFO observed close to the ground by two women in Wakefield, West Yorkshire, 7 August 2007.
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

~

1. Date and time of sighting. 6 August 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 21.55L

2. Description of object. A UFO was seen.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The witness just said, over Cornwall.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance.

7. Movements and speed. It was moving quite fast.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)



e
9. To whom reported. DAS answerphone.

(Police, military, press etc)

10. Name, address and Mr
telephone no of informant.

Cornwall

Name and address not given.

11. Other witnesses. Not given.

12. Remarks. Said to ring him back, so he could discuss
the sighting. We don’t, but then he gave
the wrong phone number. Ie. it was a digit
short.

13. Date and time of receipt. 8 August 2007
11.45L
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 8 August 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 02.00L

2. Description of object. There was an object moving vertically
(No of objects, size, shape, towards the ground. It had lights around it.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was seen over the Castleton
was first seen. area of Derbyshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far away.

7. Movements and speed. The object was moving quite quickly
(side to side, up or down, towards the ground.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)

\,./
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (No date or time given).
(Duration of sighting.) (Sometimes the object is there for weeks

though).
2. Description of object. Something/object was seen in the sky. It

(No of objects, size, shape, was originally due South, was stationary
colour, brightness, noise.) and then it moved due West. The light was

the equivalent of a bright star or a satellite.

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was seen over Chopwell, Tyne
was first seen. & Wear.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance.

7. Movements and speed. The object was moving from South to
(side to side, up or down, West and then back again. It was moving
constant, moving fast, slow) quite slowly.

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 31 July 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 23.58L

2. Description of object. Had some kind of sighting.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was seen over Batley.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. In the distance.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date not given).
(Duration of sighting.) 22.30L

2. Description of object. Three orange lights were travelling in a
(No of objects, size, shape, line formation.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen over Hitchin,
was first seen. Hertfordshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeathercondnions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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Date of Receipt of Report 2<;-1,07

Time of Receipt of Report 20’ 45’.
Actions Time

Complete report of UFO with as many details as possible and send to
FOIl 2 0 . 5’D
Telephone details immediately and leave a message on 0207 218 2140.

20" s-o
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Time and date not given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object.. UFOs were seen flying very low. They
(No of objects, size, shape, were in formation.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The objects were seen over Godalming,
was first seen. Surrey.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. They were flying very low in the near
distance.

7. Movements and speed. They were moving quite slow.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeatherconditions Was around midnight, so dark.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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9. To whom reported. A female member of the public reported
(Police, military, press etc) the sighting to RAF West Drayton, who

then in turn passed the sighting to Surrey
Police. Surrey Police left a message on
DAS answerphone.

10. Name, address and
telephone no of informant. Full name and address not given.

Godalming
Surrey

11. Other witnesses. Not given.

12. Remarks. There were planes in the sky, but these
objects were definitely not planes!

13. Date and time of receipt. 26 July 2007
11.30L
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e REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 7 July 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 23.15L

2. Description of object. There was a convoy of white lights moving
(No of objects, size, shape, along the river bank. They were silent.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were moving along the river
was first seen. over Montford Bridge, Shropshire.
(A landmark maybe more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance.

7. Movements and speed. They were moving quite slow and then
(side to side, up or down, they just disappeared.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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1. Date and time of sighting. 6 July 2007
(Duration of sighting.) (Time not given).

2. Description of object. A moon shaped object that kept
(No of objects, size, shape, reappearing every two minutes.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observet:. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was observed from
was first seen. Huddlesfield towards the Dewsbury area,
(A landmark may be more West Yorkshire.
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far away on the horizon.

7. Movements and speed. It swerved rapidly to the left and right at
(side to side, up or down, different levels above the horizon.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date and time not given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object. A UFO.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. Not given.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object Not given.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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1. Date and time of sighting. 28 June 2007
(Duration of sighting.) Time not given.

2. Description of object. A UFO was seen for a short time.
(No of objects, size, shape,
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
station~/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The UFO was seen over Swindon,
was first seen. Wiltshire.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Not given.

7. Movements and speed. Not given.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 9 June 2007
(Duration of sighting.) 23.00L

2. Description of object. A strange object, that was like an unusual
(No of objects, size, shape, star. It was glowing red and then turned
colour, brightness, noise.) into a silver ball. It then seemed to have a

circular light around it too.

3. Exact position of observer. Outside his house.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye and binoculars.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The object was seen over Ilminster in
was first seen. Somerset.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. At one point, the object was directly
overhead, and then sped off at a 45 degrees
angle to the East.

7. Movements and speed. It was moving across the sky, very quickly.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions It was quite clear.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date and time not given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object. Ten-fifteen thousand lights. Also about
(No of objects, size, shape, seventy single lights, were moving quite
colour, brightness, noise.) quickly.

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object The lights were seen over East Sussex.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance.

7. Movements and speed. The lights were moving to the side.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeathercondtiions Not clear.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. 18 June 2007
(Duration of sighting.) l8.00L

2. Description of object. There was an object adjacent to the moon,
(No of objects, size, shape, and was twice the brightness.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Not given.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(Naked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object Seen over Southampton, Rants, in close
was first seen. proximity to the moon.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Far in the distance, and about 30 thousand
feet up.

7. Movements and speed. The object was stationary.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. Weather conditions Quite clear.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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e REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. (Date and time not given).
(Duration of sighting.)

2. Description of object. A ball of light was moving across the
(No of objects, size, shape, garden, outside the witness’s home. It
colour, brightness, noise.) seemed to move on its own.

3. Exact position of observer. Outdoors, in the garden.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye and it was also caught
(N aked eye, binoculars, on video tape, for about five minutes.
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object Just above the house, going across the
was f"Irst seen. garden.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Just above roof level.

7. Movements and speed. Was moving across the garden/roof and
(side to side, up or down, going slowly. ’
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeatherconditions Quite clear.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1. Date and time of sighting. Date not given.
(Duration of sighting.) 01.00L

2. Description of object. A strange object was swirling about in the

(No of objects, size, shape, sky. The object was totally silent.
colour, brightness, noise.)

3. Exact position of observer. Indoors, looking out of the living room
Geographical location. window.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving. )

4. How object was observed. With the naked eye.
(N aked eye, binoculars,
other optical device, camera
or camcorder.)

5. Direction in which object Seen over Paignton, Devon.
was first seen.
(A landmark may be more
helpful than a roughly
estimated bearing.)

6. Approximate distance. Quite far in the distance.

7. Movements and speed. It was just swirling about and then it
(side to side, up or down, disappeared.
constant, moving fast, slow)

8. VVeatherconditions Not given.
during observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)




	p12 Circular formation of lights seen by a woman leaving a supermarket in Shrewsbury
	p18 Bright lights in the sky and a power failure reported by a resident of Choppington
	p24 ‘Eight flying saucers flying in a line’ seen by a family at Joyden’s Wood, Kent
	p61 Account with attached drawing sighted by a couple driving in Birmingham during winter of 1971.
	p62 Account of UFO landing in the Mendip Hills, 11 June 1987.
	p116 60-100 objects moving across the sky in Alton, Hampshire.
	p143 More moving lights over Harrogate, North Yorkshire, 12 August 2007.
	p146-147 Lights in the sky observed at Houghton-le-Spring, co Durham, on 13 August 2007. lanterns?
	p155 ‘Bright orange sphere’ reported by a woman caller from Brighton, Sussex. 
	p163 Triangular UFO observed close to the ground by two women in Wakefield, West Yorkshire, 2007.



